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ABSTRACT 

Human rights are typically associated with increased freedom and advancement. However, it is important to remember that granting rights does not always lead to 

independence. The universal premise upon which human rights are built is the main cause of this exclusive aspect. Women appear to be the group most affected by 

the darker side of human rights, as they are caught in the middle of the conflict between local identity and the modernization story. The idea of a Muslim woman 

who has been severely wronged and has to be protected through the liberal rights rhetoric is one such universalistic theme. The current discussion surrounding triple 

talaq, which is centred on the Sharaya Bano and several other petitions as well as the Supreme Court's own suomoto PIL, misses the point of intersectionality by 

focusing on aspects of Islamic personal laws that amount to gender discrimination and thus violate the constitution. We must put the category of religion and culture 

below other rights in accordance with the liberal understanding of rights for the empowerment of women. However, if we do not comprehend how identity politics 

play out, particularly in the case of women, constitutional rights will remain a dead letter. The culture vs. modernity argument has found a new front in the triple 

talaq controversy. Understanding that "she" is generated from the very power dynamics that subordinate women is crucial because it prevents the understanding of 

their experiences from fitting into these reductive categories. In this essay, the author discusses the issue of triple talaq in light of a recent Supreme Court appeal 

asking that such talaq be ruled illegal. According to the author, the triple talaq legal precedent set by the supreme court should be followed rather than taking a 

combative stance that could end up being detrimental to Muslim women themselves. The author will argue that, drawing inspiration from third wave feminism, 

Muslim women's identities must be defined at the nexus of gender and religion. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Talaq or Divorce is a way of dissolving the nikah. It is the natural occurring freedom which both the parties have that is husband and wife. Talaq nowadays 

is recognised in almost every section of society and religious and the legal perspective has also given its assistance. But still in many religious background 

it is is almost the most hated thing that is being allowed, the only reason being that nikaah is also considered to be pure bonding among the humanity, 

generally in nation like ours. Talaq laws differentiate in every religion background, in some religious background, the legal process are being used & 

some have their different religious practices& traditional activities for dissolving the bonding of marriage.1 

In countries like India, Hindus never completely have the concept regarding Talaq because marriages was seem to be sacrosanct. It is seen that nikaah 

bonding among two different individuals are designed decided and being made by God &therefore  individual don't have the legal right to end it. In 1955 

when Hindu marriage act was being passed and Talaq was accepted. But in Islamic laws the case is differentiated, Talaq was something in the light of 

humans as it is a mutual contract which can be ended. According to the holy book Quran the relation between husband and wife should I really be based 

upon affection and love and if marital peace cannot be attained then, the Quran Alauddin spouses to put towards the marriage.  But also, the prophet 

Muhammad of Islam said that with Allah, the most devastating of everything allowed is talaq, & towards the end stage of his life he practically e demolish 

the practice bi men without the interference of an arbitrator or jury. Hence the provisions regarding talaq ok Boss also present there, but it was advised 

for the use of it as the last option. For a better understanding of the conditions of divorce laws in muslims we shall see upon the the types of talaq in 

muslims. There are three major type of talaq in divorce: 

• When one of the spouse dies  

• By Talaq 

DIVORCE OR TALAQ IN ISLAM 

To go from all people are similarly qualified for uninhibitedly practice religion to Article 25 ensures individual laws is to placed language into a rack and 

torment it into an unclear mass. What may have the Justice Khehar been thinking? Maybe he was thinking this: individual law falls inside religion. Article 

25(1) secures religion. Accordingly, Article 25(1) secures individual laws. That line of reasoning, notwithstanding, misses the way that Article 25(1) 

doesn't secure religion essentially, yet ensures a singular's opportunity to rehearse her religion; all in all, it doesn't ensure strict standards, rules, or 

                                                           
1David Pearl & Werner Meenski, Muslim Family Law  281 ( Lexis Nexis, Butterworths 3rd  edn. 1998). 
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foundations, yet individual rights. Presently, it very well may be contended that, conceivably, a Muslim man could move toward the Court and contend 

that by denying him the choice of moment Triple Talaq, his Article 25(1) right was being disregarded; such a case, nonetheless (aside from being settled 

on independent grounds out and out), is theoretically not quite the same as giving the height of central rights upon a whole arrangement of (individual 

law) rules, and the differentiation is critical. 2 

We are fulfilled, that the act of 'Talaq-e-biddat' must be viewed as basic to the strict division being referred to – Sunnis having a place with the Hanafi 

school. There isn't the smallest justification for us to record in any case. We are of the view, that the act of 'Talaq-e-biddat', has had the authorization and 

endorsement of the strict category which rehearsed it, and thusly, there can be no question that the training, is a piece of their own law.  

Equity Kurian Joseph (larger part assessment) by consciously differing to the then CJI denied concurring that simply on the grounds that Talaq-ul-biddat 

is a well established practice, it tends to be considered as a fundamental strict act of the Muslim law. He held that the Act of 1937 proclaimed Shariat as 

law and henceforth What is held to be terrible in the Holy Quran can't be acceptable in Shariat and, in that sense, what is awful in philosophy is awful in 

law too.3 

Islam, regardless sees talaq nonetheless as a fundamental precaution. In one of the Hadith it is called as of the general a very large number of allowed 

matters, diverse is most cruel with God. 

Talaq is in Arabic phrase meaning, revocation or separating from a part 800 releasing a person from any marital bonding. The pattern of talaq began in a 

very little form of announcement of the phrase talaq and vocal announcement of the word .'In MunshiBazloor Rahim v. LaleefutoonNisa4, it was said that 

under Islamic diverse is just in option of just showing of a Muslim support, you may also neglect this significant other II at his own pleasure without any 

reason.We can discuss diverse saying little lack of time, space and the Due presence of his soulmate. As explained by Muslim reading is a kind of 

settlement with his better half.  

In Muslim law diverse to be explicit is apart at the moment of the spouse, is of two kinds (verbal & written) - 'Talaq-al-sunnah' & ‘Talaq-ul-biddat’.’Talaq-

al-sunnah’ is morely a portioned into two more ordinary form i.e, (I) 'Hasan', where talaq contains three laws being during 3 continuous 'Tuhrs'. 

However talaq e biddat or triple talaqhas gone against all sorts of of divisions and implied auradili differentiation. It may be e divorced practices that is 

seen by Mohammedan justice 9 have a true originality. As shown by Aamir Ali talaq e biddat was first introduced in the second century of the time of 

Muhammad dun by a monarch Omeyad as dealt with it. 

Teen talaq has become influenced presentation of the phrase ‘talaq'at the same time, or similar social occasion or at differentiated occasion as comparative 

season of Tuhr'. Consideration of everything, Islam offers freedom of Talak to both this houses as it is viewed at nikah as a typical understanding in 

hairby formatting both City social occasions identical rights. Rights when tie deterioration of nikaah preceded by the companions side and then it is 

referred to as 'Talaq', when proceeds from spouse's side (which showed up at the end of the progression being made under Muslim law of talaq) then it is 

insinuated as ‘open' and after the the breaking down has begin from both the spouses then it is named as 'Mubaaraab'.5 

LEGAL ASSERTION ON TRIPLE TALAQ 

The Muslim demonstration of Islamic men isolating from spouse promptly has been broadcasted unlawful, void &wrongful after a long period of time of 

Islamic females drink combating regarding at. The supreme court had taken up the following issue when 7 setbacks and women social affair recorded the 

following area again something almost identical. Reformist Islamic females social event says Muslim Syria experts specially folks have been impenetrable 

tu to give up mens capacity in a brief moment left behind their meals. India’s Islamic social class is moreover generally low class and don’t have the 

essential tutoring which activists has said that they need it all the more complicated for females to go on with a legal and social missions against this 

activity because ofMuzaffarAhemadThoker v. ShabeenaAkhter& other6 it was seen that any undertaking to secure the intimate bond for the circumstance 

of teen talaq, which works immediately, is out of request and can't anytime happen which leaves behind the isolated from the females to herself.7 

In another case of ShamimAra v. state of Uttar Pradesh8,extent of the following case was either a formed affirmation by life partner that 8k isolated from 

his significant other wood relate to a partition convincing from the time of of report in in off created at a station. This designated authorities communicated 

the judgement that it correct genuine status is that a straight forward solicitation of decision given in a clear clarification by soulmate it will not without 

any person fill in in as evidence of diverse; along these lines, it cannot be stated that diverse will sway from today that made affirmation by the spouse 

goes to this data on his wife. The named authority making obiter dicta by stating that it neither of the old books or holy books of Islam determines it as 

substance such a sort of partition as has been recognised by the higher court and the family court. No such substance may we bought to the notice which 

gives that a show in any Chronicle, whether or not a contending for a declaration,Saudi define attestation by the companion that he has successfully 

isolated from his better half on an obscure or decided that whether or not best ode to the spouse would transform into a feasible partition from the day 

from which the spouse winds up learning of clarification containing the copy of instance for containing being served on her. The High court of Allahabad 

                                                           
2Aqil Ahmad, Mohammedan Law  174-175(Central Law Agency, Allahabad, 2008).  
3Flavia Agnes, “Liberating Hindu Women” 15 EPW 10(2015). 
4 1981 AIR 1400 
5Flavia Agnes, “Muslim Women’s Rights and Media Coverage” 15 EPW 22 (2016). 
6Available at: https://indiankanoon.org/doc/150619572/ (last visited on 2nd April, 2021) 
7Sir Abdur Rahim, Mohammadan Jurisprudence 9 (Irfan Law Book House, 1958). 
8(2002) 7 SCC 518 
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has stated determinantly Hindi assistance of Islamic females on the problem of teen talaq and it has articulated various cases which overseas Islamic 

individual legal as addresses 19% of Indian diversity.9 

Supreme court of India in October 2015, bench which date with a case regarding Hindu succession act referenced chief Justice of India to formulate and 

alternate bench to take a gander at if Muslim women face sexual direction isolation in examples of partition fullstop head legitimate official MukulRastogi 

has drawn closer towards the help of the judiciary in demands testing the originality of the teen talaq. the public authority had vigorously conflicted with 

the demonstration of the teen talaq in the judiciary. A 5 judge bench was being formed to hear the solicitation in May 2017. The judiciary from that point 

of time started converged with the all India Muslim personal law board whether or not that was attainable to familiarise the option for females with denial 

of teen talaq. 

For another instance of Masroor Ahmed versus state it has been seen that The circumstance with Islamic women under the supposed customary rules it’s 

simply surprising. All the Islamic females organisation have a need to be rebuffed the customary law as it negatively impacts their advantages. It demanded 

that Islamic personal law should have been made fitting to them. To introduce the Muslim personal laws will subsequently e increased them to the 

circumstances to which they were regularly entitled to. Apart from the current condition, at what ever point requested, would accommodatingly effect 

society since it was to ensure the sureness and definitely in normal rights and responsibilities of public. 

There was a strong phase that exhibits Indian legitimate leaders that maybe e shown up at vital critical point which made ready to subordinate the sensation 

of judgement to the motivation of Muslim ministers and political writers. Embedded obstructions from the AIMPLB,that stated that the preparation was 

1400 years older, the judiciary articulated the preparation unlawful in August 2017. 

From this perspective, the 1937 act should be shut down as being legal to the extent that it sees and maintains teen talaq inside the crucial meaning of 

verbalization laws in power article 13 (1) and should be shut down as being legal to the extent that it sees and maintains teen talaq inside the crucial 

meaning of verbalization laws in power article 13 (1) and should be shut down as being legal to the extent that it sees and maintains teen talaq inside. We 

don't see how to proceed to the grounds of separation in these instances, as was fought by the learning authority and those supporting the following, since 

we have reported section 2 of the Muslim personal law act, 1937 to be a legal to the degree should about its more modest ground being plainly abstract.We 

don't see how to proceed to the grounds of separation in these instances, as was fought by the learning authority and those supporting the following, since 

we have reported section 2 of the Muslim personal law act, 1937 to be a legal to the degree should about its more modest ground being plainly abstract.10 

LEGISLATURES ON TRIPLE TALAQ  

According to law experts, the opinions of legal advisers from Islamic schools of jurisprudence have differed due to disparities in their interpretation and 

application of the law. One set of legal professionals argues that laws should be applied without mercy, and that people should not take advantage of their 

criminal records. Assume the three reiterations of separation are conclusive. According to numerous legal experts, Allah must treat people permissively 

in order to prevent endangering them and reducing the likelihood of partition. As a result, they now have three redundancies totaling one. IbnRushd 

claims that Islam places a great emphasis on exceptional abilities. At the same time, there is a lot of debate over the impact of triple separation. There is 

no substantive difference in substance between the bulk of traditional Sunni Islamic Jurisprudence schools when it comes to the impact of Triple Divorce, 

but there is a little difference in method. According to Hanafi jurists, this consequence is not a Mughallaza, but it is a progression. Though the Shafii[6] 

claims that if a spouse rehashes three professions of separation without intending, merely for the sake of emphasis, it will result in a single separation, if 

he articulates the three separations anticipating or without expecting, it will result in three separations. A similar stance is held by the Hanbali School. 

Maliki are unique in that they discriminate between several articulations used in the separation profession. The lone reformist group is the Ahl al-Hadith 

sect, which recognises three separations as one in particular at a solitary sitting. Despite the fact that there is complete agreement in Shia jurisprudence 

that a single sitting should be considered one, the Imamia group goes so far as to argue that such a divide is meaningless. 

What's the significance here?  

In its most basic form, talaq denotes absolution. It means liberating, letting go, or removing all connections or limitations in its most literal sense. In 

Muslim law, it denotes freedom from marriage slavery rather than any other form of enslavement. In a legal sense, it refers to the dissolution of a marriage 

by a spouse who uses suitable language. Overall, talaq is the spouse's disavowal of marriage according to a technique set somewhere near the law. The 

accompanying refrain is frequently referred to on the side of the spouse's perspective to articulate one-sided separate: Men are women' maintainers 

because Allah has made some of them to rule others and because they spend from their possessions (on their support and dower). When a spouse exercises 

his right to articulate separation, this is referred to as talaq. The most significant aspect of Muslim talaq legislation is that it is remembered by both Sunni 

and Shia schools, with minor differences in interpretation. 11 

There is a solitary affirmation during the period of immaculateness, followed by no denial by the husband during three progressive periods of virtue in 

the AhsanTalaq. The following customs are necessary in this structure: 

The spouse must make a solitary Talaq profession throughout the woman's Tuhr. Tuhr is a time when both spouses are equal, such as between two 

monthly cycles. As a result, the Tuhr period is the only time when people can live together peacefully. A Talaq against a woman may be granted at any 

time if she is not exposed to the feminine cycle, whether because of advanced age or pregnancy. After this announcement, the spouse will receive an 

                                                           
9 M. MusLehuddin, Sociology and Islam 155 (Islamic Publications; Isted edition (1977) 
10Sir AbdurRahim,Mohammadan Jurisprudence 8 (Irfan Law Book House, 1958). 
11 A.A. Fyze, Outlines of Muhammadan Law156  (Oxford University press, Delhi, 4th edn. 1977). 
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Iddat of three month to month courses. If she is pregnant at the time of proclamation, the Iddat continues until the child is delivered. There should be no 

disavowal of Talaq by the husband at the moment of Iddat. 

Denial might be expressed or implied. Talaq is advised to be repudiated by living together with one's spouse. If the couple lives together even once during 

this time, the Talaq is revoked, and it is thought that the husband has reconciled with the wife. 

When the period for Iddat has passed and the spouse has not expressly or implicitly disavowed the Talaq, the Talaq becomes irrevocable and final. 

During the course of several months of Iddat, the Ahsan form of Talaq is distinguished by a single declaration followed by no denial. Similarly, if a 

spouse makes a presentation out of frustration but then realises he made a mistake and has to abandon it, he has plenty of time to do so. The two purposes 

of recognising this structure as the'most genuine' type of Talaq are to have a single proclamation of the common Talaq terms and to give companions 

appropriate latitude for compromise. 

CONCLUSION 

While it is imperative that communities move towards reform and address the concerns raised by women of the community equally, there is a need to 

strengthen the provisions of secular laws to address what are essentially civil matters.It is necessary to draw a distinction between laws relating to marriage 

and family from what is argued to be the essence of religion and its practice.Women especially stand to lose if they become pawns in power games 

especially in present times, in a context where the rhetoric of identity politics gets shriller and there is a strong possibility of it being hijacked by anti-

democratic forces.Clearly, the debates on women's life and experiences and opposition to the movement for equal rights go back a long way into 

history.Constitutionally speaking, it is clear that triple talaq is a gross violation of the rights of women citizens. The right to religious freedom applies 

equally to women and men. It nowhere gives male citizens the permission to oppress female citizens. Muslim women have been denied their Quranic 

rights owing to misinterpretations and interference of patriarchal orthodox bodies.We are confident that the courts will make this long-pending correction 

and give justice to the Muslim women of the country. 

Triple Talaq is an irreversible procedure that grants Muslim males the unrestricted ability to divorce their wives without their agreement. This is a 

unilateral behaviour that causes women to suffer since it deprives them of economic security, protection, and social security, making it discriminatory in 

character. It violates their rights to equality and a dignified life, which are established in articles 14 and 21 of the Constitution, respectively. The Supreme 

Court upheld Triple Talaq in the case of A.S. ParveenAkthar v. Union of India, which dealt a major blow to fundamental rights that are a part of the 

Constitution and basic framework. . This certainly infringes on an individual's rights, which are outlined in articles 14, 15, and 21 of the constitution. The 

right to equality is a great cornerstone of India's democracy. 

The Supreme Court declares the right to equality to be a fundamental component of the Constitution. The state is prohibited by Article 15(1) of the 

Constitution from discriminating against any individual in Indian territory on the basis of religion, race, sex, or any combination of these factors. Such 

talaq is discriminatory toward women and breaches article 15 on the basis of religion and sex. The right to life and liberty is clearly stated in Article 21 

of the Constitution, unless otherwise provided by legislation. g By departing from the traditional divorce pattern, Triple Talaq jeopardises the substance 

of Article 21. 

After the Supreme Court struck down the centuries-old practise of Triple Talaq in a landmark decision, the centre has taken a step toward criminalising 

it. The law has been passed by the LokSabha, but the RajyaSabha has yet to pass it because some of the recommendations are considered unjust because 

the bill criminalises talaq-e-biddat even if the divorce is not followed by eviction or abandonment of the wife. 

After the Supreme Court struck down the centuries-old practise of Triple Talaq in a landmark decision, the centre has taken a step toward criminalising 

it. The law has been passed by the LokSabha, but the RajyaSabha has yet to pass it because some of the recommendations are considered unjust because 

the bill criminalises talaq-e-biddat even if the divorce is not followed by eviction or abandonment of the wife. 

SUGGESTIONS 

On the basis of the above study the following suggestions can be drawn: 

• Triple Talaq is articulated by different ways like instant message, WhatsApp and so forth and at some point the triple talaq articulated without 

spouse so it is proposed that there ought to be legitimate technique of talaq and it must be within the sight of observers.  

• Polygamy and Nikahhalala ought to be disallowed on the grounds that it is against the privilege to value.  

• There ought to be a few endeavors for compromise by the individual from two gatherings for example a couple before the proclamation of 

talaq.  

• To ensure the enthusiasm of Muslim ladies and to spare them from being stifled, there is have to classify Muslim law and codification of 

Muslim law as indicated by heading of Holy book (Quran).  

• The Supreme Court pronounced the Triple talaq to be illegal by Supreme Court, it must be executed appropriately.  
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